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The Sky Throne Crown
The academy may claim to seek and value diversity in its
professoriate, but reports from faculty of color around the
country make clear that departments and administrators
discriminate in ways that range from unintentional to
malignant. Stories abound of scholars--despite impressive
records of publication, excellent teaching evaluations, and
exemplary service to their universities--struggling on the tenure
track. These stories, however, are rarely shared for public
consumption. Written/Unwritten reveals that faculty of color
often face two sets of rules when applying for reappointment,
tenure, and promotion: those made explicit in handbooks and
faculty orientations or determined by union contracts and those
that operate beneath the surface. It is this second, unwritten
set of rules that disproportionally affects faculty who are hired
to "diversify" academic departments and then expected to
meet ever-shifting requirements set by tenured colleagues and
administrators. Patricia A. Matthew and her contributors reveal
how these implicit processes undermine the quality of research
and teaching in American colleges and universities. They also
show what is possible when universities persist in their efforts
to create a diverse and more equitable professorate. These
narratives hold the academy accountable while providing a
pragmatic view about how it might improve itself and how that
improvement can extend to academic culture at large. The
contributors and interviewees are Ariana E. Alexander, Marlon
M. Bailey, Houston A. Baker Jr., Dionne Bensonsmith, Leslie
Bow, Angie Chabram, Andreana Clay, Jane Chin Davidson,
April L. Few-Demo, Eric Anthony Grollman, Carmen V. Harris,
Rashida L. Harrison, Ayanna Jackson-Fowler, Roshanak
Kheshti, Patricia A. Matthew, Fred Piercy, Deepa S. Reddy,
Lisa Sanchez Gonzalez, Wilson Santos, Sarita Echavez See,
Andrew J. Stremmel, Cheryl A. Wall, E. Frances White,
Jennifer D. Williams, and Doctoral Candidate X.
The Prisoner in His Palace Farrar, Straus and Giroux
“A poet celebrates the wonders of nature in a collection of
essays that could almost serve as a coming-of-age memoir.”
—Kirkus Reviews As a child, Nezhukumatathil called many
places home: the grounds of a Kansas mental institution, where
her Filipina mother was a doctor; the open skies and tall
mountains of Arizona, where she hiked with her Indian father;
and the chillier climes of western New York and Ohio. But no
matter where she was transplanted—no matter how awkward the
fit or forbidding the landscape—she was able to turn to our
world’s fierce and funny creatures for guidance. “What the
peacock can do,” she tells us, “is remind you of a home you will
run away from and run back to all your life.” The axolotl
teaches us to smile, even in the face of unkindness; the touch-
me-not plant shows us how to shake off unwanted advances; the
narwhal demonstrates how to survive in hostile environments.
Even in the strange and the unlovely, Nezhukumatathil finds
beauty and kinship. For it is this way with wonder: it requires
that we are curious enough to look past the distractions in order
to fully appreciate the world’s gifts. Warm, lyrical, and
gorgeously illustrated by Fumi Nakamura, World of Wonders is
a book of sustenance and joy. Praise for World of Wonders
Barnes & Noble 2020 Book of the Year An NPR Best Book of
2020 An Esquire Best Book of 2020 A Publishers Weekly “Big
Indie Book of Fall 2020” A BuzzFeed Best Book of Fall 2020
“Hands-down one of the most beautiful books of the year.”
—NPR “A timely story about love, identity and belonging.”
—New York Times Book Review “A truly wonderous essay
collection.” —Roxane Gay, The Audacity
J.M.W. Turner Tate
'Think about a tune ... the unsayable, the invisible, the longing in
music. Here is a book of tunes without musical notes ... It wrings
the heart' John Berger 'A masterpiece' Robert Macfarlane
'O'Grady does not just respond to Pyke's stark, beautiful
photographs: he gives voice to thousands' Louise Kennedy An old
man lies alone and sleepless in London. Before dawn he is taken by
an image from his childhood in the West of Ireland, and begins to
remember a migrant's life. Haunted by the faces and the land he left
behind, he calls forth the bars and boxing booths of England, the
potato fields and building sites, the music he played and the

woman he loved. Timothy O'Grady's tender, vivid prose and Steve
Pyke's starkly beautiful photographs combine to make a unique
work of fiction, an act of remembering suffused with loss, defiance
and an unforgettable loveliness. An Irish life with echoes of the lives
of unregarded migrant workers everywhere. Since it was first
published in 1997, I Could Read the Sky has achieved the status of a
classic.
The Skies Belong to Us Harlequin
Crossing years and continents, the harrowing story of
the road to reunion for two Syrian brothers who—despite
a homeland at war and an ocean between them—hold fast
to the bonds of family. Runner-Up for the Dayton
Literary Peace Prize • Riveting . . . a resplendent love
letter to an obliterated city.”—The New York Times “The
Road from Raqqa had me gripped from the first page. I
couldn’t put it down.”—Christy Lefteri, author of The
Beekeeper of Aleppo The Alkasem brothers, Riyad and
Bashar, spend their childhood in Raqqa, the Syrian city
that would later become the capital of ISIS. As a
teenager in the 1980s, Riyad witnesses the devastating
aftermath of the Hama massacre—an atrocity that the
Hafez al-Assad regime commits upon its people. Wanting
to expand his notion of government and justice, Riyad
moves to the United States to study law, but his plans
are derailed and he eventually falls in love with a
Southern belle. They move to a suburb of Nashville,
Tennessee, where they raise two sons and where Riyad
opens a restaurant—Cafe� Rakka—cooking the food his
grandmother used to make. But he finds himself
confronted with the darker side of American freedoms:
the hardscrabble life of a newly arrived immigrant,
enduring bigotry, poverty, and loneliness. Years pass,
and at the height of Syria’s civil war, fearing for his
family’s safety halfway across the world, he risks his
own life by making a dangerous trip back to Raqqa.
Bashar, meanwhile, in Syria. After his older brother
moves to America, Bashar embarks on a brilliant legal
career under the same corrupt Assad government that
Riyad despises. Reluctant to abandon his comfortable
(albeit conflicted) life, he fails to perceive the threat of
ISIS until it’s nearly too late. The Road from Raqqa
brings us into the lives of two brothers bound by their
love for each other and for the war-ravaged city they
call home. It’s about a family caught in the middle of the
most significant global events of the new millennium,
America’s fraught but hopeful relationship to its own
immigrants, and the toll of dictatorship and war on
everyday families. It’s a book that captures all the
desperation, tenacity, and hope that come with the
revelation that we can find home in one another when
the lands of our forefathers fail us.

The Weight of Our Sky Farrar, Straus and Giroux
In the tradition of In Cold Blood and The Executioner’s Song,
this haunting, insightful, and surprisingly intimate portrait of
Saddam Hussein provides “a brief, but powerful, meditation
on the meaning of evil and power” (USA TODAY). The
“captivating” (Military Times) The Prisoner in His Palace
invites us to take a journey with twelve young American soldiers
in the summer of 2006. Shortly after being deployed to Iraq,
they learn their assignment: guarding Saddam Hussein in the
months before his execution. Living alongside, and caring for,
their “high value detainee and regularly transporting him to his
raucous trial, many of the men begin questioning some of their
most basic assumptions—about the judicial process, Saddam’s
character, and the morality of modern war. Although the young
soldiers’ increasingly intimate conversations with the once-
feared dictator never lead them to doubt his responsibility for
unspeakable crimes, the men do discover surprising new layers
to his psyche that run counter to the media’s portrayal of him.
Woven from firsthand accounts provided by many of the
American guards, government officials, interrogators, scholars,
spies, lawyers, family members, and victims, The Prisoner in His
Palace shows two Saddams coexisting in one person: the defiant
tyrant who uses torture and murder as tools, and a shrewd but
contemplative prisoner who exhibits surprising affection,
dignity, and courage in the face of looming death. In this
thought-provoking narrative, Saddam, known as the “man
without a conscience,” gets many of those around him to
examine theirs. “A singular study exhibiting both military duty
and human compassion” (Kirkus Reviews), The Prisoner in
His Palace grants us “a behind-the-scenes look at history
that’s nearly impossible to put down⋯a mesmerizing glimpse
into the final moments of a brutal tyrant’s life” (BookPage).

Half the Sky Ballantine Books
A Denver neurosurgeon relocates to the small rural town named after her
ancestor in the aftermath of a wrongful malpractice suit to recover and
reconnect with her estranged father--
The World Without Us HarperCollins
Two children’s book superstars—#1 New York Times bestseller
Jacqueline Woodson, the author of The Day You Begin, and Leo
Espinosa, the illustrator of Islandborn—join forces to celebrate the
joy and freedom of summer in the city, which is gloriously captured
in their rhythmic text and lively art. It's getting hot outside, hot
enough to turn on the hydrants and run through the water--and that
means it's finally summer in the city! Released from school and
reveling in their freedom, the kids on one Brooklyn block take
advantage of everything summertime has to offer: Freedom from
morning till night to go out to meet their friends and make the streets
their playground--jumping double Dutch, playing tag and hide-and-
seek, building forts, chasing ice cream trucks, and best of all,
believing anything is possible. That is, till their moms call them home
for dinner. But not to worry--they know there is always tomorrow to
do it all over again--because the block belongs to them and they rule
their world. (This book is also available in Spanish, as El mundo era
nuestro!)
Under a White Sky The History Press
One of the most popular painters of all time, J.M.W. Turner created
a remarkable collection of sketchbooks over the course of his career.
The 'Skies' sketchbook takes its name from its many richly coloured
sky studies. Most of the sketches in the book were presumably
observed in England, but a few many have been seen in Italy,
Germany and the Netherlands. The dramatic consequence of the
eruption of Mount Tambora in 1815m darkening skies and
reddening sunsets around the world, surely caught his attention.
Turner's more intensely-coloured studies may document these effects
which lasted for over a year. This edition of the sketchbook
reproduces all these beautiful drawings in near-facsimile.
King of the Sky Harvard University Press
A collection of curious tales questioning the ownership of airspace and a
reconstruction of a truly novel moment in the history of American law,
Banner’s book reminds us of the powerful and reciprocal relationship
between technological innovation and the law.
Now the Hell Will Start Milkweed Editions
Afghanistan, 1975: Twelve-year-old Amir is desperate to win the local kite-
fighting tournament and his loyal friend Hassan promises to help him. But
neither of the boys can foresee what will happen to Hassan that afternoon,
an event that is to shatter their lives. After the Russians invade and the
family is forced to flee to America, Amir realises that one day he must
return to Afghanistan under Taliban rule to find the one thing that his new
world cannot grant him: redemption.
Written/Unwritten Macmillan
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER ‧ A passionate call to arms
against our era’s most pervasive human rights violation—the
oppression of women and girls in the developing world. From
the bestselling authors of Tightrope, two of our most fiercely
moral voices With Pulitzer Prize winners Nicholas D. Kristof
and Sheryl WuDunn as our guides, we undertake an odyssey
through Africa and Asia to meet the extraordinary women
struggling there, among them a Cambodian teenager sold into
sex slavery and an Ethiopian woman who suffered devastating
injuries in childbirth. Drawing on the breadth of their combined
reporting experience, Kristof and WuDunn depict our world
with anger, sadness, clarity, and, ultimately, hope. They show
how a little help can transform the lives of women and girls
abroad. That Cambodian girl eventually escaped from her
brothel and, with assistance from an aid group, built a thriving
retail business that supports her family. The Ethiopian woman
had her injuries repaired and in time became a surgeon. A
Zimbabwean mother of five, counseled to return to school,
earned her doctorate and became an expert on AIDS. Through
these stories, Kristof and WuDunn help us see that the key to
economic progress lies in unleashing women’s potential. They
make clear how so many people have helped to do just that, and
how we can each do our part. Throughout much of the world,
the greatest unexploited economic resource is the female half of
the population. Countries such as China have prospered
precisely because they emancipated women and brought them
into the formal economy. Unleashing that process globally is not
only the right thing to do; it’s also the best strategy for fighting
poverty. Deeply felt, pragmatic, and inspirational, Half the Sky
is essential reading for every global citizen.
Eyes In The Sky Macmillan
On the azure blue morning of 9/11 the skies were pronounced
"severe clear," in the parlance of airline pilots; a gorgeous day for
flying. Nearly 5,000 flights were cruising the skies over America when
FAA Operations Manager Ben Sliney arrived at the Command
Center for his first day on that job. He could never have anticipated
the historic drama that was about to unfold as Americans who found
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themselves on the front lines of a totally unprecedented attack on our
homeland sprang into action to defend our country and save lives. In
this gripping moment-to-moment narrative, based on groundbreaking
reporting, Lynn Spencer brings the inspiring true drama of their
unflinching and heroic response vividly to life for the first time, taking
us right inside the airliner cockpits and control towers, the fighter jets
and the military battle cabs. She makes vital corrections to the
findings of the 9/11 Commission Report, and reveals many startling,
utterly unknown elements of the story. As a commercial pilot herself,
for whom the attacks hit terribly close to home, she knew that the true
scope and nature of the response so brilliantly improvised that
morning by those in the thick of the action -- with so little guidance
from those at the highest levels -- had not at all been captured by the
news coverage or the 9/11 Commission. To get to the truth, she went
on a three-year quest, interviewing hundreds of key players, listening
to untold hours of tapes and pouring through voluminous transcripts
to re-create each heart-stopping moment as it happened through their
eyes and in their words as the drama unfolded. From the shocking
moment at 7:59 a.m. that American 11 fails to respond to a
controller's call, until the last commercial flight has safely landed and
military jets rule the skies, all Americans will find themselves deeply
moved and amazed by the grace and fierce determination of these
steely men and women as they draw on all of their exquisite training
to grasp, through the fog of war, what is happening, put their lives on
the line, and mount an astonishing response. This beautifully crafted
and deeply affecting account of the full story of their courageous
actions is a vital addition to the country's understanding of a day that
has forever changed our nation.
Sophie's World Penguin
A true story of murder, love, and headhunters, this work tells the
remarkable tale of Herman Perry, a budding playboy who winds up
in the Indo-Burmese jungle--not for adventure, but rather to escape
the greatest manhunt conducted by the U.S. Army during World
War II.
Watching Skies Simon and Schuster
The true stroy of the longest-distance hijacking in American history.
In an America torn apart by the Vietnam War and the demise of '60s
idealism, airplane hijackings were astonishingly routine. Over a five-
year period starting in 1968, the desperate and disillusioned seized
commercial jets nearly once a week, using guns, bombs, and jars of
acid. Some hijackers wished to escape to foreign lands; others aimed
to swap hostages for sacks of cash. Their criminal exploits
mesmerized the country, never more so than when shattered Army
veteran Roger Holder and mischievous party girl Cathy Kerkow
managred to comandeer Western Airlines Flight 701 and flee across
an ocean with a half-million dollars in ransom—a heist that remains
the longest-distance hijacking in American history. More than just an
enthralling story about a spectacular crime and its bittersweet,
decades-long aftermath, The Skies Belong to Us is also a
psychological portrait of America at its most turbulent and a
testament to the madness that can grip a nation when politics fail.
Falling Sky HarperCollins
Mark O'Connell didn't want to be Luke Skywalker, He wanted to be one
of the mop-haired kids on the Star Wars toy commercials. And he would
have done it had his parents had better pine furniture and a condo in
California. Star Wars, Jaws, Close Encounters of the Third Kind, E.T. The
Extra Terrestrial, Raiders of the Lost Ark and Superman didn't just change
cinema – they made lasting highways into our childhoods, toy boxes and
video stores like never before. In Watching Skies, O'Connell pilots a gilded
X-Wing flight through that shared universe of bedroom remakes of Return
of the Jedi, close encounters with Christopher Reeve, sticker album swaps,
the trauma of losing an entire Stars Wars figure collection and
honeymooning on Amity Island. From the author of Catching Bullets –
Memoirs of a Bond Fan, Watching Skies is a timely hologram from all our
memory systems. It is about how George Lucas, Steven Spielberg, a shark,
two motherships, some gremlins, ghostbusters and a man of steel jumper a
whole generation to hyperspace.
China Airborne Revell
The story behind the technology that revolutionized both
aeronautics, and the course of history.On a moonless night in
January 1991, a dozen airplanes appeared in the skies over
Baghdad. Or, rather, didn't appear. They arrived in the dark,
their black outlines cloaking them from sight. More importantly,
their odd, angular shapes, which made them look like flying
origami, rendered themundetectable to Iraq's formidable air
defenses. Stealth technology, developed during the decades
before Desert Storm, had arrived. To American planners and
strategists at the outset of the Cold War, this seemingly ultimate
way to gain ascendance over the USSR was only a question.
What if the UnitedStates could defend its airspace while at the
same time send a plane through Soviet skies undetected? A craft
with such capacity would have to be essentially invisible to radar
- an apparently miraculous feat of physics and engineering. In
Stealth, Peter Westwick unveils the process by which
theimpossible was achieved.At heart, Stealth is a tale of two
aerospace companies, Lockheed and Northrop, and their fierce
competition - with each other and with themselves - to obtain
what was estimated one of the largest procurement contracts in
history. Westwick's book fully explores the individual and
collective ingenuityand determination required to make these
planes and in the process provides a fresh view of the period
leading up to the end of the Soviet Union. Taking into account
the role of technology, as well as the art and science of physics
and engineering, Westwick offers an engaging narrative, one
thatimmerses readers in the race to produce a weapon that some
thought might save the world, and which certainly changed it.

Above Us Only Sky Unbound Publishing
The fascinating history and unnerving future of high-tech aerial
surveillance, from its secret military origins to its growing use on
American citizens Eyes in the Sky is the authoritative account of
how the Pentagon secretly developed a godlike surveillance
system for monitoring America's enemies overseas, and how it is
now being used to watch us in our own backyards. Whereas a
regular aerial camera can only capture a small patch of ground
at any given time, this system—and its most powerful iteration,
Gorgon Stare—allow operators to track thousands of moving
targets at once, both forwards and backwards in time, across
whole city-sized areas. When fused with big-data analysis
techniques, this network can be used to watch everything
simultaneously, and perhaps even predict attacks before they
happen. In battle, Gorgon Stare and other systems like it have
saved countless lives, but when this technology is deployed over
American cities—as it already has been, extensively and largely
in secret—it has the potential to become the most nightmarishly
powerful visual surveillance system ever built. While it may well
solve serious crimes and even help ease the traffic along your
morning commute, it could also enable far more sinister and
dangerous intrusions into our lives. This is closed-circuit
television on steroids. Facebook in the heavens. Drawing on
extensive access within the Pentagon and in the companies and
government labs that developed these devices, Eyes in the Sky
reveals how a top-secret team of mad scientists brought Gorgon
Stare into existence, how it has come to pose an unprecedented
threat to our privacy and freedom, and how we might still
capitalize on its great promise while avoiding its many perils.
Ten Thousand Skies Above You Pyr
Seeking her place in the world, sixteen-year-old Prudence Eleanor
Vilkas, who was born with a pair of wings molded to her back, which
were surgically removed, discovers a miraculous lineage of women
who were all connected by the gift of wings.
The Only Plane in the Sky Penguin
Amidst the Chinese-Malay conflict in Kuala Lumpur in 1969,
sixteen-year-old Melati must overcome prejudice, violence, and
her own OCD to find her way back to her mother.
The Kite Runner Orbit
From one of our most talented and original new literary voices comes
the next great American supernatural novel: a work that explores the
dark dimensions of the hometowns and the neighbors we thought we
knew. Some places are too good to be true. Under a pink moon,
there is a perfect little town not found on any map: Wink, New
Mexico. In that town, there are quiet streets lined with pretty houses,
houses that conceal the strangest things. After a couple years of hard
traveling, ex-cop Mona Bright inherits her long-dead mother's home.
And the closer Mona gets to her mother's past, the more she
understands that the people of Wink are very, very different . . .
"Perfect for fans of Stephen King and Neil Gaiman." -- Library
Journal
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